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The allegorical poetics of citation on display in the following two texts are the result of research into the alternate history of allegory that has emerged through the twentieth century in the writings of such critics as Walter Benjamin, Craig Owens, and Paul de Man. Beginning with Benjamin's monumental and obsessive accumulation of citations on nineteenth century Paris and the work of the poet Charles Baudelaire, which was intended to form the basis of a book entitled Paris, Capital of the Nineteenth, this new understanding of allegory moved to subvert the traditional assumed superiority of the symbolic mode over the allegorical in the visual and literary arts. Drawing from Benjamin's colleague Theodor W. Adorno, the literary critic Marjorie Perloff argues that this poetics functions as a meaning making machine which stages and enacts a resistance, through the individual poem, "to the larger cultural field of capitalist commodification where language has become merely instrumental." Baudelaire's allegorical poetic response to the postrevolutionary society of 1848, with its bourgeois values of progress and consumerism, was central to conceptualizing the most critical poetic responses of the twentieth century's "crisis of representation." The following works are my interpretation and reframing of this critical poetic legacy following the collapse of postmodernism, as well as the financial collapse of 2008, and my intention that an allegorical poetics in the 21st century needs to re-connect with the more political and quixotic Marxist dimensions of Benjamin's reframing of Baudelaire than what we witnessed in the last few years of the twentieth century.
"Contemporary theories of allegory thus grasp this structure as the intersection of two principles: that of the autonomy, or complete isolation and non-dependence of their terms (which are in that sense not fragments), and at the same time as the marking of those items as conceptually incomplete, as relational terms in a larger signifying structure. Both of these features are then combined in the self-designation of allegory as a process rather than any achieved structure or substance. Allegory thus looks back to hallucination as a perceptual isolation of its objects, and forward to the "part object" as the exemplification of a larger drive that can never be fully satisfied." (Frederic Jameson, The Hegel Variations: On the Phenomenology of Spirit. London and New York: Verso, 2010: 126.) "Dorothy: Do you suppose we'll meet any wild animals? Tin Woodsman: Mm, we might. Scarecrow: Animals that eat... s-traw? Tin Woodsman: Some, but mostly lions, and tigers, and bears. Dorothy: Lions? Scarecrow: And tigers? Tin Woodsman: And bears." (The Wizard of Oz: MGM 1939 , IMDb http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0032138/quotes) "The underlying problem is: how are we to think the singular universality of the emancipator subject as not purely formal, that is, as objectivelymaterially determined, but without the working class as its substantial base? The solution is a negative one: it is capitalism itself which offers a negative substantial determination, for the global capitalist system is the substantial 'base' which mediates and generates excesses (slums, ecological threats, and so on) that open up sites of resistance." (Slavoj Zizek, In Defense of Lost Causes. London: Verso, 2008: 420-421.) BOLSHEVISM BOLT 
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"It goes without saying that we do not for a moment stand by the currently fashionable slogan "Neither fascism nor communism!" that perfectly suits the conservative and frightened philistine clinging to the remnants of the "democratic" past. True art -art that does not merely produce variations on ready-made models but strives to express the inner needs of man and mankind as they are today -cannot be anything other than revolutionary: it must aspire to a complete and radical reconstruction of society, if only to free intellectual creation from the chains that bind it and to allow all mankind to climb those heights that only isolated geniuses have reached in the past. At the same time, we recognize that only social revolution can clear the way for a new culture." (André Breton, Diego Rivera, and Leon Trotsky, quoted in Mary Ann Caws, Manifesto: A Century of Isms, Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2000: 472.) "The destructive character knows only one watchword: make room. And only one activity: clearing away. His need for fresh air and open space is stronger than any hatred. Really, only the insight into how radically the world is simplified when tested for its worthiness for destruction leads to such an Appollonian image of the destroyer. This is the great bond embracing and unifying all that exists. The destructive character sees nothing permanent. But for this very reason he sees ways everywhere. Where others encounter walls or mountains, he has to clear things from it …. What exists he reduces to rubble -not for the sake of the rubble, but for the sake of the way leading through it." (Walter Benjamin cited in Michael W. Jennings, Howard Eiland, and Gary Smith, (eds.) Walter Benjamin: Selected Writings, Volume 2, 1927 -1934 . Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1996 "It's a bit like Verdun, but Verdun without the depth of defense -and, above all, without the Sacred Way…" (Colonel de Castries to General Cogny, 22 March 1954 quoted in Martin Windrow, The Last Valley: Dien Bien Phu and the French Defeat in Vietnam. Cambridge: De Capo press, 2006: 499.) "The presence of American forces overseas is one of the most profound symbols of the U.S. commitments to its allies and friends. Through our willingness to use force in our own defense and in defense of others, the United States demonstrates its resolve to maintain a balance of power that favors freedom. To contend with uncertainty and to meet the many security challenges we face, the United States will require bases and states within and beyond Western Europe and Northeast Asia, as well as temporary access arrangements for the long-distance deployments of U.S. Forces." , 2004: 151.) "Now that capital has outgrown the nation-state model, those who earlier found their identity in that model are fighting hysterically to raise to the fore the logic of identity formation itself, with its dependence on the excluded element. Ironically, then, the more these neo-nationalist movements fight to reassert their identity through the exclusion of the Spanish-speaking immigrant, the more they draw attention to the dissolution of that identity itself. Yet this dissolution in a way obliterates the very real racist and Utopian effects of neo-nationalism. 'The structural dialectic of imperialism,' Aiaz Ahmad writes, 'includes, in other words, the deepening penetration of all available global spaces by the working of capital and the intensification of the nation-state form simultaneously.'" (George Hartley, The Abyss of Representation: Marxism and the Postmodern Sublime. Durham: Duke University Press, 2003: 292.) "Before I knew about the absurdity of American gun laws and inadequate health care I knew about the border. It cut a wide swath through the bush, between Tsawwassen on the Canadian and Point Roberts on the American, and we could reach the western end of it by walking south along an agate-strewn beach. A boundary marker declared the power of division here (the Peace Arch, by contrast, at the Douglas-Blaine crossing a few miles further east, intoned an odd insistence on dependency: 'Children of a Common Mother' -a stone engraving that led readily to infantile ribaldry). If we climbed up the cliff beside the beach and strolled along the right-of-way, we could come out between the two custom houses. 'How long have you been away?' the guard would ask (an entertaining, enigmatic question). Had we in fact ever been 'away,' or had we just been pushing a little at an almost unseen, only half-appreciated edge?" (W. H. New, Borderlands, How We Talk About Canada. Vancouver: UBC Press, 1998: 35-36.) "It was this cluttered abyss from which Baudelaire conjured up his images of beauty and evil, of the moment of hushed transcendence swelling in rot and decay, or the lush, literal contours of sin and grace, of eroticism and monstrosity contained in the glance, or the sound of a footfall, or the motion of fog in the abandoned city. Baudelaire's allegory is, like that of the baroque, most striking when it ruthlessly combines the most insistently graphic images of the tormented, isolated, or dismembered body with the description of evil. It is a connection whose result, the allegorical image, renders the appearance of the new urban landscape into its Ur-old form. The myth of the modern as infinite progress slides into its true appearance, the repetition of the horrors of existence, in all their 'beauty.'" (Max Pensky, Melancholy Dialectics: Walter Benjamin and the Play of Mourning. Amherst: The University of Massachusetts Press, 1993: 165.) "To return to the magnificent language of the first draft of the Arcades project: if the dialectical image is nothing but the way in which the fetish character is perceived in the collective consciousness, then the SaintSimonian conception of the commodity world might well reveal itself as Utopia, but hardly as the reverse -namely as a dialectical image of the nineteenth century as Hell. But it is only the latter which could place the idea of the 'Golden Age' in proper perspective […] […] The dialectical image must therefore not be transferred into consciousness as a dream, but rather the dream should be externalized through dialectical interpretation and the immanence of consciousness itself understood as a constellation of reality -the astronomical phase, as it were, Hell wanders through mankind. It seems to me that it is only a map of such a journey through the stars which could provide a perspicuous vision of history as pre-history." (Letter, "The long weary pushbroom whose dark bristles were as kinky as pubic hairs dragged itself attached to a man's arm and hand. It was very late. Two children sat drinking sodas and playing with straws and crying out: What's your name? -When the man's toil brought him near enough, they shouted their question at him in shrill excited voices." I don't do this often (say I, the ghoul) but it's great elevator technique, holding your forefinger to the back of somebody's neck while passing the fourth floor, knowing he'll never find out that you're not all there.
(Sorry, But watch out.) You'll meet me later." (Joanna Russ, the FeMale mAN. Boston: Beacon Press, 1975 , 1992 "It may be that the villain (namelessness) turns out to be the hero in the story of the Canadian story. The nameless figure who seems to threaten us may in fact be leading us to high ground. To avoid a name does not […] deprive one of an identity; indeed, it may offer a plurality of identities. Like the epic hero of old, we might even lay claim to a certain virtue in our ability to withhold and deceive. In a willful misremembering of "Identifications, then, can ward off certain desires or act as vehicles for desire; in order to facilitate certain desires, it may be necessary to ward off others: identification is the site at which this ambivalent prohibition and production of desire occurs. If to assume a sex is in some sense an 'identification,' then it seems that identification is a site at which prohibition and deflection are insistently negotiated. To identify with a sex is to stand in some relation to an imaginary threat, imaginary and forceful, forceful precisely because it is imaginary." "A starving pariah dog with the appearance of having lately been skinned had squeezed itself in after the last man; it looked up at the Consul with beady, gentle eyes. Then, thrusting down its poor wrecked dinghy of a chest, from which raw withered breasts drooped, it began to bow and scrape before him. Ah, the ingress of the animal kingdom! Earlier it had been the insects: now these were closing in upon him again, these animals these people without ideas: 'Dispense usted, por Dios,' he whispered to the dog, then wanting to say something kind, added stooping, a phrase read or heard in youth or childhood: 'For God see how timid and beautiful you really are, and the thoughts of hope that go with you like little white birds -' The Consul stood up and suddenly declaimed to the dog: 'Yet this day, pichicho, shalt thou be with me in -' but the dog hopped away in terror on three legs and slunk under the door." (Lowry, "'Go to hell,' I said; 'Put your clothes on. ' 'Perhaps about this sex business you can tell me,' she said, 'why is this hypothetical assumption…. ' 'Why the devil do you run around in the nude!?' 'My child,' she said gently, 'you must understand. I'm far from home; I want to keep myself cheerful, eh? And about this men thing, you must remember that to me they are a particularly foreign species; one can make love with a dog, yes? But not with something so unfortunately close to oneself. You see how I can feel this way?'" (Russ, the FeMale mAN: 33.) "According to Simon LeVay, to have sex, 'one hardly needs a brain.' The reason for this is that many of the neuronal circuits triggering the reflexes in human sexual response are mediated through the spinal cord and can bypass the brain. The brain and especially the hypothalamus do, however, control and regulate some of these reflexes, and obviously, the subjective experience of sexual pleasure requires a brain, at least of some sort. In his thinking about desire and sex, LeVay wants a body that accounts for this, where one thing leads to another. Using a biological model, he lists the basic components of human sexual response:
1. Erection of the penis; 2. Engorgement of the walls of the vagina and the labia majora, lubrication of the vagina by glandular secretions and transudation, and erection of the clitoris; 3. Insertion of the penis into the vagina (intromission); 4. Pelvic thrusting by one or both partners; 5. Elevation of the uterus, with a consequent forward and upward rotation of the mouth of the cervix; 6. Ejaculation of semen into the vagina; 7. Orgasm, the intensely pleasurable sense of climax and release often accompanied by increases in heart rate, flushing of the skin, muscle spasms, and involuntary vocalization.
LeVay resorts to coitus in nonhuman mammals for a paradigm of mating behavior." (Jacqueline N. Zita, Body Talk: Philosophical Reflections on Sex and Gender. New York: Columbia University Press, 1998: 157.) "Now I was beginning to realize in a confused way that every act which is both voluptuous and blameworthy involves in equal measure the ferocity of the body in taking its pleasure, and the tears and martyrdom of our good intentions and our guardian angels." ( Francisco, Incorporated, 1988: 47.) "The extreme inappropriateness of importing connotations of playfulness into war is not adequately accounted for simply by pointing to war's 'seriousness' and designating 'play' and 'war' opposites, since an absolute opposite for play -work -exists even within boundaries of peace. But through this familiar peacetime opposition, the extremity of the even greater tonal distance separating games and war can be articulated. Although play is often sensuous (for in play the senses become selfexperiencing), work entails a far deeper embodiment: the human creature is immersed in his interaction with the world, far too immersed to extricate himself from it (he may die if he stops) and thus almost without cessation he enacts a constant set of movements across the passing days and years. In contrast, the very nature of play requires that the person be only half submerged in the world of activity, that he be able to enter and exit from it freely: the activity, even if never engaged in before, can be started in seconds, or ended just as quickly. The person at play, protected by the separability of himself from his own activity, does not put himself at risk: he acts on the world outside his body with less intensity than the person at work, and if he sometimes puts that world at risk, it is because his own immunity from risk makes him inattentive to the forms of alteration he is bringing about." Michael Dorris: Over a hundred million. In the United States in the 1910 census, it was down to two hundred thousand people because of diseases. There were diseases that existed in Europe, Asia, and Africa that had never come to the Americans before. The first time a European, Asian, or African came over here and sneezed, these diseases and bacteria were introduced into the networks of the Americas, and most Indians were gone before the Europeans had any conception they were here." "The bad comrade. -In a real sense, I ought to be able to deduce Fascism from the memories of my childhood. As a conqueror dispatches envoys to the remotest provinces, Fascism has sent its advance guard there long before it marched in: my schoolfellows. If the bourgeois class has from time immemorial nurtured the dream of a brutal national community, of oppression of all by all …. I felt with such excessive clarity the force of the horror towards which they were straining, that all subsequent happiness seemed revocable, borrowed.
In Fascism the nightmare of childhood has come true." (Adorno, "It is also proper to teach your men to hold the enemy in contempt, as Aegislaus the Spartan did when he showed his men some naked Persians so that, having seen their soft, white skins, his men would no longer have cause to fear them.
Some commanders have forced their men to fight by depriving them of all means of saving themselves except victory; this is certainly the best method of making them fight desperately. This resolution is commonly heightened either by the confidence they put in themselves, their arms, armor, discipline, good order, and lately-won victories, or by the esteem they have for their general. Such esteem is a result of the opinion they have of his virtú, rather than of any particular favor they have received from him; or it is a result of the love of their country, which is natural to all men. There are various ways of forcing men to fight, but that is the strongest and most operative; it leaves men no other alternative but to conquer or to die." (Niccolò Machiavelli (A revised "To make a good army it is not enough that the soldiers are inured to hardships and fatigue, strong, swift, and expert in the use of their weapons; they must also learn to keep their ranks, to obey words of command and signals by drum or trumpet, and to observe good order, whether they halt, advance, retreat, march, or engage the enemy; for without the strict attention to these points, an army will never be good for anything. It is certain that a parcel of disorderly and ill-disciplined men, although extremely brave, is not to be depended upon as much as others who are not so courageous by nature, but orderly and well disciplinedgood order makes men bold; confusion makes them cowardly." "We find ourselves like fish on the shores of a drying lake. The element necessary to our existence has passed away. As some form of political loyalty is part of the good life, and as we are not flexible enough to kneel to the rising sun, we must be allowed to lament the passing of what we had claimed our allegiance. Even on a continent too dynamic to have memory, it may be salutary to celebrate memory." "Multilevel thinking: you look at a person and you see him as if he were fashioned of glass and you were the glass blower, while at the same time without in the least impinging upon that clarity you notice some trifle on the side -such as the similarity of the telephone receiver's shadow to a huge, slightly crushed ant, and (all this simultaneously) the convergence is joined by a third thought -the memory of a sunny evening at a Russian small railway station; i.e., images having no rational connection with the conversation you are carrying on while your mind runs around the outside of your own words and along the inside of those of your interlocutor." (Vladimir Nabokov, "The Gift," cited in Elizabeth Deeds Ermath, Sequel to History: Postmodernism and the Crisis of Representational Time. Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1992: 87.) "Valiant knight, do not take umbrage or consider the present setback as some piece of ill luck, because it could well happen that this stumble straightens the crooked path of your fortune; for heaven, in strange, mysterious, roundabout ways, inconceivable to man, raises the fallen and makes the poor wealthy." "Angels have also been created, yet, they are not known by the natural light, they are not the concern of metaphysics. For their essence and existence are known only through revelation, and so pertain solely to theology; and because theological knowledge is completely other than or entirely different in kind from, natural knowledge, it should be in no way (Henri Corbin, En Islam iranien, quoted "There remains the idea of an eschatological sacred marriage accomplished in novissimo die, the mystery of a new birth in which a being is generated in the image of a celestial double…. These themes are to be found every time the fracture of a primordial celestial-terrestrial couple states the mystery of origin. The restoration of its bi-unity, its duality, is when suggested as the rule for an interior ethics confirmed precisely by the encounter and eschatological recognition of man and his angel." (Henri Corbin, En Islam iranien, cited in Agamben, Potentialities: 147.) "A sexual or charnel ethics would require that the angel and the body be found together. A world to construct or reconstruct…from the smallest to the greatest, from the most intimate to the most political, a genesis of love between the sexes would be still to come. A world to create or recreate in order that man and woman can again or finally cohabit, meet and sometimes remain in the same place." (Elizabeth Grosz, Sexual Subversions: Three French Feminists. Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1989: 161-162.) "All reification is a forgetting." "A girl stood before him in midstream, alone and still, gazing out to sea. She seemed like one whom magic had changed into the likeness of a strange and beautiful seabird. Her long and slender legs were delicate as a crane's and pure save where an emerald trail of seaweed had fashioned itself as a sign upon the flesh. Her thighs, fuller and softhued as ivory, were bared almost to the hips where the white fringes of her drawers were like featherings of soft white down. Her slateblue skirts were kilted boldly about her waist and dovetailed behind her. Her bosom was as a bird's soft and slight, slight and soft as the breast of some darkplumaged dove. But her long fair hair was girlish: and girlish, and touched with the wonder of mortal beauty, and her face. She was alone and still, gazing out to sea; and when she felt his presence and the worship of his eyes her eyes turned to him in quiet sufferance of his gaze, without shame or wantonness. Long, long she suffered his gaze and then quietly withdrew her eyes from his and bent them towards the stream, gently stirring the water with her foot hither and thither. The first faint noise of gently moving water broke the silence, low and faint and whispering, faint as the bells of sleep; hither and thither, hither and thither: and a faint flame trembled on her cheek.
--Heavenly God! Cried Stephen's soul, in an outburst of profane joy.
He turned away from her suddenly and set off across the strand. His cheeks were aflame; his body was aglow; his limbs were trembling. On and on and on and on he strode, far out over the sands, singing wildly to the sea, crying to greet the advent of the life that had cried to him.
Her image had passed into his soul for ever and no word had broken the holy silence of his ecstasy. Her eyes had called him and his soul had leaped at the call. To live, to err, to fall, to triumph, to recreate life out of life! A wild angel had appeared to him, the angel of mortal youth and beauty, an envoy from the fair courts of life, to throw open before him in an instant of ecstasy the gates of all the ways of error and glory. On and on and on and on! He halted suddenly and heard his heart in the silence. How far had he walked? What hour was it?" (James Joyce, A Portrait of the Artists as a Young Man. London: Penguin Classics, 2000: 185-186.) "Adorno expressed this association unmistakably when he wrote in a letter to Benjamin that 'every reification is a forgetting.' The enigma of the commodity arises from its somehow unexpectedly having gotten implicated at the heart of the memory crisis. Adorno's phrase then reappeared in Dialectic of Enlightenment in the analysis of what he and Horkheimer ironically term 'the price of progress.' The centrality of the memory problem in the complex of processes that produce modernity under capitalism could hardly be made clearer." "If men and women began to live their ephemeral dreams every phantom would become a person with whom to begin a story of pursuits, pretences, misunderstandings, clashes, oppressions, and the carousel of fantasies would stop." (Italo Calvino (William Weaver translator), Invisible Cities. New York: Houghton, Mifflin, & Harcourt, 1978: 43.) "And when he had opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of the fourth beast say, Come and see, And I looked, and behold a pale horse: and his name that sat on him was Death, And Hell followed him. And power was given unto them over the fourth part Of the earth, to kill with the sword, and with hunger, and with death, and with the beasts of the earth." These word-presentations are residues of memories; they were at one time perceptions, and like all mnemic residues they can become conscious again. Before we concern ourselves further with their nature, it dawns upon us like a new discovery that only something which has once been a Cs.
[conscious] perception can become conscious, and that anything arising from within (apart from feelings) that seeks to become conscious must try to transform itself into external perceptions: this becomes possible by means of memory traces." "Marcel Proust's discussion of memory largely centered on what the artist or writer needed in order to produce his or her best work. In Remembrance of Things Past Proust expressed the view that memory was essential both for inspiration and for providing access to the material that can give content to a work of art. But in stressing the importance of memory Proust emphatically did not mean habit memory. Throughout Remembrance as well as in his other writings, Proust took the position that habit is an 'anaesthetic.' It is, he put it, a 'second nature [which] prevents us from knowing our original nature'; it causes a stale repetition of the same, making life banal and cliché-ridden; it 'weakens every impression,' thereby deadening the quality of our experiences; it shields us from the very suffering which is necessary for growth; it renders the strange familiar and kills the sense of mystery; it 'cuts the tap root' which gives depth and significance to our encounters with people and things." "I have found nothing. I am always searching, I accumulate, I read. Why then, oh mother, do you make me gather all these plants, learn the names of all these stars, spell out all these lines collect all these shells? … If I could penetrate matter, embrace the idea, follow life in its metamorphoses, understand being in all its forms, and discover causes one after the other like a flight of stairs, if I could reunite in myself these scattered phenomena and set them apart again in motion in the synthesis which my scalpel has pried apart … perhaps then I could make worlds … alas!" "For it is precisely visions of the frenzy of destruction, in which all earthly things collapse into a heap of ruins which reveal not so much the ideal quality of allegorical contemplation, but rather its limit…In the deathsigns of the baroque, allegorical reflection finally veers round, in a backward movement of redemption… The spell of utter fragmentation, death and dispersion is broken… After all, this is the essence of
